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Abstract: This paper presents an applied approach for Panorama 3D movies enhanced with visual sound effects. The case study that considered is IIPS®@UOIT. Many selected S/W have been used to introduce the 3D Movie. 3D Animation is a modern technology in the field of the world of filmmaking and is considered the core of multimedia, where the vast majority of movies such as Hollywood movies that we see today, it was using 3D technology. Where this technique is used in all the magazines, such as medical experiments, engineering, astronomy, planets and stars, to prove scientific theories, history, geography, etc., where they are building models or scenes or characters simulates reality and the movement of the viewer to the heart of the event. A three-dimensional film was made to (IIPS@UOITC) to give it a future vision and published in the global sites such as YouTube, Facebook and Google earth. By using many specialized 3d software and cinematic tricks, with a focusing on movement, characters, lighting, cameras and final render.
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I. Introduction

A three-dimensional stereoscopic film (otherwise called three-dimensional film, 3D film or S3D film) is a movie that improves the illusion of depth perception, thus including a third measurement. The most widely recognized way to deal with the generation of 3D movies is gotten from stereoscopic photography. In it, a normal film camera framework is utilized to record the pictures as observed from two points of view (or PC created symbolism produces the two viewpoints in after generation.3D movies are not restricted to dramatic discharges; transmissions and direct-to-video movies have likewise consolidated comparable strategies, particularly since the approach of 3D TV and Blu-ray3D.

II. Motivation towards research work

Three-dimensional representation has been added to the viewing no limits enjoyment, this technology have been used in the cinema, where movies have become display to this wonderful technology, enabling the viewer feeling of great enjoyably when watching the movie characters of the three dimensions. Panorama 3D is a modern technology for Multimedia and it will take an active role in the market jobs.

III. Objective of Research

This research aims is:
1- Design a 3D model to the Informatics Institute for postgraduate studies in the University of information technology and communication, it considers one of the development aspects in Iraqi universities from using specialized software in this area.
2- Design high-quality three-dimensional movie HD1080pixel simulates reality and reflects the futuristic vision, where have benefits in:
   - technological and scientific development.
- Scientific to learn the secrets of this important and rapid technology.
- Educational to adds this new technology to Informatics Institute for postgraduate studies.
- Uploaded the 3D movie of IIPS to YouTube channel to make it more popular in High-quality format HD1080p.

Fourth: - product a film using many specialized software three-dimensional film making, cinematic tricks, with focusing on movement, characters, lighting, cameras and final rendering.

IV. Tools and requirements of 3D Panorama Animation Movie

1. SketchUp program.
2. Adobe Photoshop CS5.
4. Windows 7 64 bit operating system
5. 4GB RAM (8 GB or more recommended)
6. Core i5 Processor
7. OpenGL graphics card supporting OpenGL 4.1 (dedicated GPU recommended)
8. Internet connection is required
9. Registration is required

V. Stages of Implementing 3D movies Using Panorama Technique

There are a series of stages for completing a 3D film deportation, where it is first configuring the main idea of the work and then modeling and construction phase to come later stage paint and Siding and then stirring the stage, one of the most important production phases of the project and the project's success depends greatly upon and then comes the lighting stage and then set up the camera and render a final stage and the production of the final video. In the next picture, simple diagram describes the main stages of the research. It is shown final target to upload the movie into Google Earth.

5.1 The main idea:
Product A 3D movie, relying on Google earth and take pictures from different angles to university buildings and institute. in order to get locations and dimensions, sizes and coordinates to the university buildings.
5.2 The modelling
The objects consider the basic in three-dimensional design, objects is a pre-design of geometric models are used to form more complex shapes or forms aggregates, in this stage the buildings and figures was designed that used in the project.

5.3 The texture
When you add any new element to the scene, it appears dark grey colour and this hypothetical case and can get realistic appearance of objects, depending mainly on the success of the designer in siding process. It can make the surface shiny and apparently made of metal and can be made the same as the surface seems a rock, at this stage the appropriate paint the sky, walls, doors and floor like alabaster as well as clothes and colours appropriate for the characters designed observed was created.
5.4 Animation
In this stage the necessary movement required was created (according to the subject of the scene) using UMION 3D visualization tool, and it makes the film more realistic and interesting, we see here the different movements of the character.

Figure 6 Animation Technique (3D)

5.5 Lighting
Lighting and shadows are considered essential in the design of three-dimensional scenes, it gives the scene more realistic and consider it as an important factor in influencing the viewer a sense

Figure 7 Lighting Sage

5.6 Camera
One of the important points that the designer must be taken into consideration in the production of three-film deportation - and before the imaging process is the angle of vision of the scene is done using one or more such as his command as needed and the scene to be filmed. Three-dimensional virtual programs provide cameras for any scene, which is the vision of the four ports, front, side, upper and unforeseen vision port.

Figure 8 Camera Stage
5.7 Rendering
In this stage Export and directed scene after the completion of all previous stages correctly. the following have been identified:
- select format video with Avi.
- Custom size 1920 * 1080.
- Select HD 1080 pixel.
- Select output range (number of frame).
- Render objects.
- Export video.

5.8 Video Editor
The following software's were used to edit the final video, audio, add visual and audio effects and cinematic tricks.
- Adobe Photoshop CS5.

5.9 Uploading to YouTube and Google Earth
This stage to define the institute and the university to the public and keep up with technological development

![Figure 9 3D Panorama to IIPS@UOITC](image9)

![Figure 10 Uploading 3D Panorama for IIPS@UOITC to Google Earth](image10)

VI. Discussion
The project rid the possibility of employing modern software to produce three-dimensional film to the Informatics Institute for postgraduate studies after a full understanding and perception of the project and what needs to be implemented.

VIII. Conclusion
i. Effects of color and sound play an active role on the quality of the film
   The value of the sound is as important as the value of the picture, it adds a high technical and beauty value that makes the viewer interacts with the film a sense of high and closer to reality through which the director can make the viewer feel it inside the event.
ii. This Panorama represents integrated work to full view vision to IIPS, using proper Software.
iii. As final aspect of evaluation, The Panorama technique for 3D Movies gives an effective multimedia approach to edit desired 3D movies.
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